CARGO SERVICES
Maneuvers of reception and
delivery of general cargo, with
different services such as:
Consolidation Deconsolidation - Labeling –
Stretch wrapping Conditioning –Packing Packaging - Bagging Weighing - Cargo review Pictures - Palletizing Fumigation - Sewing of sacks
- Container Lashing Strapping Container Wallpaper Container- General
Cargo Delivery / Receiving Container Transfer Container Lashing of goods Collection - Transport and
distribution

One Stop Shop

















Total area 35,000 m2
Capacity for up to 3,000 TEUS
1,600 m2 covered warehouse (Cross dock)
8,000 m2 covered warehouse (long term storage and
special projects)
Special Custody Warehouse
Special area to consolidate and deconsolidate
Administrative offices
Operational Offices
Switchyard
Storage yard for full and empty containers
Container repair workshop
Access Control gate
Monitoring gate
Parking for Customers
Trailer Workshop Yard
Warehouse Storage
Dry cargo storage in a covered
warehouse with a total area of 9,600
m2. 24 platform positions, 3 metal
impulse curtains, access ramp to the
warehouse with a 6-meter swing gate,
a minimum height of 850 meters and a
maximum of 12.50 meters

EMPTY CONTAINER YARD
AND OUTDOOR CUSTODY
The terminal has the capacity
to store empty and full
containers, as well as the
general cargo receipt, in an
area of 35,000 m2. It has
cranes with a capacity of up to
38 Tons and to stow at 4 levels
of height that allow to
safeguard around 3,000 TEUS
with
a
monthly
rotation
capacity of 2,000 containers,
the extension of the ground
allows to have a stock control
for different loads.
Currently it has a container
depot
for
delivery
and
reception services, container
conditioning and washing for
shipping lines that operate in
the Port of Veracruz. It has a
closed
circuit
TV
and
permanent monitoring.

[¡Un apunte más aquí!]

One Stop Shop
Soulistic Group Herz SA de CV

[¡Agregue más información aquí!]
Head Office
Blvd. Atlixcáyotl #5210 Piso
24B Col. Concepción de la
Cruz CP 72197 Puebla

Terminal adjacent to the port

[¡Aquí
tiene espacio para más!]
of Veracruz
www.gruposoher.com.mx

